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KNOWING 
MYSELF

Ideas 

What aspects would you like to explore?  

What would you like to gain / learn from exploring these topics? 

Space to be reflective
More time chatting with other fellows about their artistic practice 
Practical advice or support that can be taken with you in the future
Understanding that all organisations are different and wanting to know how we can fit in each
different space
Knowing my work rights
I want to team up with others advocating - share the 'responsibility' put on them
Having time to get to know everyone, hanging out in an informal way to hear each other's hobbies
and interests aside from work

How to progress and work after this year is done, how  do the relationships shift and how to navigate
the new spaces
Boundaries - Switching off from work when working from home, when there's no work/life boundary.
Implementing a balance between work, creative practice and downtime. How to juggle everything I have
on.  
We often end up responsible for our own disabilities and other disabled people - acting as an
ambassador when that is not the role we were taken on for. How do we challenge that?
Creating a community of care among fellows - no individualised 'self care' please! (can we share
resources / time / energy / labour. Being somewhat critical about 'self care' and looking at broader /
structural issues together not alone 
We all respond differently, group community care works for some but individualised / personalised
activity works for others
Your individuality is your biggest skillset - apply that to your work

Jerwood fellow check-ins with other Jerwood fellows programmed into the monthly meetings to
empathise, empower and identify how other people's experience are going 



Getting themost out ofmentoring

Managing
difficult
conversations

Talking to
your
organisation
about your
needs and
wants

WORKING 
RELATIONSHIPS

Ideas 

What aspects would you like to explore?  

What would you like to gain / learn from exploring these topics? 

Managing Responsibility  
Effective Communication 
Workshop Skills 
Self Advocacy - Asking for what you need, Talking about ones work and framing it so the organisation
understands 
How to nurture healthy working relationships 
Time Management - Measuring capacity and how to say no 
Other ways of working, not trying to reform structures that inherently don't work for many
How to employ different registers to negotiate different conversations/structures within orgs
Perspective - Language 

Having organisations that have done this programme before with Jerwood talk to the
organisations that are having fellows for the first time to ensure they are informed

What training is my org getting from Jerwood?
Boundaries
Practical advice on how to get a mentor, when to get a mentor, going into the mentor relationship
prepared, how does a mentoring session work 
How to interact within a team, define your role if your role is somewhat ill defined. Defining your role
and differentiating it from other roles
When do I stop thinking / working like a freelancer / Time management for those who are used to
freelancing 
Support for conversations around policy-making (anti-racism, trans, disability etc.). Practical advice on
discussing difficult topics, resisting, raising issues.
Be direct, challenge others when you want to and care personally about those around you and the
work you're creating



Decolonisationof the artssector

Anti-racism
and anti-
oppression

ADDRESSING 
INEQUALITIES

Social modelof disability  

Ideas 

What aspects would you like to explore?  

What would you like to gain / learn from exploring these topics? 
Long term change - We need urgency and simultaneous longevity to task groups created
They're extremely necessary conversations but often not done justice by not exploring them in depth
/ keeping the thinking only to sessions and not outside it
Holding space for- but not centring shame and guilt
How can an individual find an assertive voice to approach the subject
What to do when inequalities experienced are not addressed - What to do when people's words don't
match up to their actions
How to create actionable change instead of having discussions and meetings that go nowhere
'Packaging' what we say to be heard by the org
Allyship - Not the responsibility of marginalised peoples. Those with power and privilege should
advocate for marginalised people
Accountability 
We need anti-racism task groups in every art/cultural organisations

Practical groups of people who are facing similar needs / want similar advice Ie how to declare
disability
Commitment and value statements from all organisations - so they can be held accountable

Why racism exits? Historical  context
Hold others to account - how can we use our platforms to enable others to thrive?
What are your rights - Where to find out what you rights are?
Is it possible to decolonise the institution? Should we re-direct our energy to where it's more useful,
like grassroots stuff connected to our orgs? Is decolonisation possible in museum / gallery / arts
contexts?
Power structure: who is responsible for what?
How to deal with the fact that we can't transform institutions on 12 month fixed term contracts
Discussion of what the social model of disability actually is some people don't always know



CV writing and

Job Interviews

Careers in the 
Cultural 
Sector 

MY FUTURE IN
THE ARTS

Freelance Working  

Professional Voice 
Ideas 

What aspects would you like to explore?  

What would you like to gain / learn from exploring these topics? 

What resources can be shared org to org that we are finding useful
Support for next steps
Professional voice - how to present yourself so organisations want you
Direct + personal opportunities specific to an individuals practice
Energy and empowerment to keep going forward 
Know your worth 

How do we gain consistent work after this year is done? How to have a self sustaining career as a
freelancer. How to build on this and not be afraid that you won't get other work.
Managing the uncertainty of this programme ending - are we on our own, is there support available,
do we need to talk to our orgs, fellows, Jerwood, people make it work, mentors? Can I find a similar job
in the arts after this one? How to deal with anxiety about getting a job after this?
Assessing and acknowledge skills learnt. Often times you think what you've achieved is no big deal
Where does our professional voice sit? Authenticity doesn't always fit in with certain rooms
How to big yourself up on a CV - (Confidence) 
The WJCB programme made interviewing really easy. It's not usually like that, so how to navigate job
applications and interviews in the real world

What resources can be shared org to org that we are finding useful?
Happy to group together on a funding app - let's make a collective
Creating a co-op from the jerwood fellows



What else would
you like to see
included on the

programme 

Retreat all together 
Some imminent training on the topics listed 
121 sessions
Action - examples of real change happening in our orgs
Having organisations that have done this programme before with Jerwood talk to the
organisations that are having fellows for the first time to ensure they are informed...
Talking to Fellow Alumni 
Starting the entire group sessions stating a positive or negative experience you've had at work -
Definitely also encouraging a real openness on the personal side. Sessions are focussed on the
professional or "business personal" to move forward but not our experiences or thoughts on
the current   
A more casual, regular and social space to chat to fellows rather than always structured tasks -
to learn from one another, share and problem solve. Fellow sessions where we can hang out
informally to chat and talk hobbies etc
More time to really get to know the other fellows - building that support system within a time
we already have blocked off
Slack is quite "official" maybe a fellows whatsapp group? more laid back, can drop in when and
where possible! Not everyone expected to be in it if they dont want
More info and help with mentoring
Pair up and be each others' informal mentors / reflection buddies
Practical pointers on how best to utilise/package our previous/current experience in order to
make brave next steps  
Paid commission to work together/ pairs?- and create something creatively
I want to help other fellows achieve their D R E A M S (aim for the sky folks) - getting to the
position that we can hire each other after the programme is done
Group workshops/sessions with creative practitioners who have/are managing to sustain
practices whilst navigating institutions (for example Languid Hands)


